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• Arrest of the young Kurd Resho Abbass Ibrahim 

• German authority arrested Syrian Kurd asylum seeker to deportation 

• Remove many farmers’ names from equal-wage records and the rent 

contracts  

• Arrest of several Kurdish citizens in Raqqa city after Newroz events 

• Prison sentences on five members of Kurdish Yekity Party  

 
 
Arrest of the young Kurd Resho Abbass Ibrahim 

A patrol of security forces in Qameshli in 28/03/2010 arrested the young Kurd Resho Abbass 
Ibrahim born in Qameshli 1990. As the patrol members raided his working place that sells 
mobile phones in the buses station and seized his computer that he uses for work.    
Resho Abbass is the sole earner and responsible for his family after firing his father from his 
job because of his political activity that leads to arrest him too in 02/10/2009 and released 
after a while.    
 
German authority arrested Syrian Kurd asylum seeker to deportation 

The Syrian human rights organization MAF reported about arrestment of its member Anour 
Daqouri in Saturday evening in 03/04/2010 in Halle Zale city eastern Germany because illegal 
residence in Germany, then in the next day he transferred to deportation prison, and the 
German authority defined three month to deport him out of the country. 
Daqouri had been arrested in 20/10/2009 on pretext of applying a request for political asylum 
in France and he transferred to France that released him in condition of immediate departure 
from the territory of France. 
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Remove many farmers’ names from equal-wage records and the rent contracts  

Ministry of Agriculture and Agricultural Reform in Syria directed a letter no.2707 to agriculture 
departments in the province of Al Hasakka requesting them to remove many farmers names 
from the wage records and rent contracts, and all those are Kurdish farmers. The ministry 
said in its letter that it must remove the farmer’s names from the wage records and rent 
contracts in the districts of agricultural departments because they don’t have the legal 
licenses according to the law no. /41 /2004 and its adjustments according to the ministry 
instructions. 
 
DAD and MAF human rights organizations in Syria declared that they knew about 300 license 
applications for the wage records and rent contracts in those districts, that estimated about 
3500 hectares belonging to Kurdish citizens in the province of Al Hasakka, all of those 
applications were not approved and therefore it will remove those farmers names from those 
records, and it expected to cast them out of their lands.  

  

Arrest of several Kurdish citizens in Raqqa city after Newroz events 

The security authorities in Raqqa city launched a security campaign during April  2010 and 
arrested many of Kurdish citizens because of  Newroz  events when security forces launched  
fire on celebrating people, killed and wounded  and arrested many of them. 
And arrested recently: Sabri Nabbi, Nazmi Nabbi, Reshad Muhammad, Edris Muhammad, 
Saleh Muhammad, Mahmoud Haider, Ibrahim Farouk Ibrahim, Akeed Muhammad Boshan, 
Aref Muhammad Ali. 
 
And there is news about deportation some of Raqq`s Newroz wounded people to Damascus 
as: Muhammad Khalil, Ali Muhammad Issa, Kaniwar Sabri Nabbi, Muhammad Muslem Mousa, 
Khalil Mahmoud Reffo, Ali Kor Rash, Yasser Mousa, Abdelkader Ali Saaid. 
 
In the other hand the fate of Shivan Falamez Ferho,student in secondary school 3rd grade 
form Qameshli city,still unknown after he has been arrested after Raqqa`s Newroz events, 
and his family don’t know any news about where and how he is,or his arrestment 
circumstances. in similar case citizen Muhammad Ali`s family, born in Kobani 1963, declared 
that he has been arrested too during the Newroz events and don’t know his fate. 
 
After those arrestments four teenagers, that have been arrested during Newroz events, are 
released and their names are: Maasoum Muhammad Ausdik, Kawa Osman Abdellah,and the 
two wounded teenagers that had been shot: Khalil Mahmoud Khalil, Ali Muhammad Issa. 
 
Prison sentences on five members of Kurdish Yekity Party  

State security court in Damascus on 18/04/2010 has sentenced to five years on each of: 
Nazmi Abdelhannan Muhammad, Yasha Khaled Kader, Delgesh Shammo mammo, and Ahmad 
Khalil Darouish,  members of Kurdish Yekity Party in Syria, they were accused  of working to 
separate a part of the Syrian territory  and to incorporate it a foreign country, according to 
the article 267 of the Syrian penal code. 
 
According to Yekity party sources that the authorities separated fifth arrested Tahseen Khairi 
Mammo`s file from the other four because he disappeared from Sydnaya Prison before a year 
ago, and his friends said that the military Police of Sydnaya prison took him to investigation 
department of the military security in Damascus. 
All those mentioned members were arrested in 31/01/2007 when military security patrol 
raided Yasha Kader`s house in Aleppo. 

 
                                                


